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1. The HIP paradox
In one of my first years as a recorder student, I discovered my teacher´s collection of periodicals
on recorder playing, historical wind instruments and early music. Browsing backwards through
time, I arrived at a 1971 issue of «Recorder and Music Magazine», dedicated to «Franz Brueggen
[sic] and the new mannerism».1 In a conversation between Brüggen and a symposium audience,
Brüggen was asked questions about his playing style. With reference to his recording of a suite by
the French composer Jaques-Martin Hotteterre (1674-1763), he was asked why his held notes
fluctuated. The answer: «I have no reason for that and I apologise if that disturbs you. We did it
because we felt the whole piece was kind of melting…».2 I was quite surprised by Brüggen´s
answer. A more normal strategy from a performer within the early music movement (back then, the
term «historically informed performance», or «HIP», had not yet been coined) would have been to
present various historical arguments for the interpretation. And here, they would have been close
at hand: The French flattement, for example, or the effect upon intonation when performing a
messa di voce on a recorder (without compensating with shadowing the finger wholes, something
Brüggen was not too worried about). But Brüggen avoided history as argument, and underlined his
personal artistic responsibility when the objection was rephrased: «It´s our fault - I have no excuse
for that». But, a moment later, when asked about his choice of a vibrant acoustic for this repertoire,
his answer was «Musicians always in that period played in rooms like that.»3
It would be unfair towards Brüggen to say anything about his artistic vision based on these
few lines. I can think of very few performers with an equal influence on the performance of early
music in the 20th century. Yet the interview represents to some degree that slightly schizophrenic
state of HIP: Do we make our choices based on what history tells us, or based on what we find
artistically convincing? Are our arguments based on historical probability, or on other parameters?
Is it fair towards colleagues and audiences to present historical arguments in one moment, just to
turn to matters of taste in the next, or vice versa?
Within the wide field of artistic research, contemporary rather than historical relevance is
emphasised. Quite a few HIP-performers and institutions seem to be sensitive to society´s interest
in (or demand for) new art, new music, new ways of expression, rather than historical playing
styles. A few examples from company web pages demonstrate the point. The Academy of Ancient
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Music describes themselves as «transmitting the kick of an energy drink», and claims that
«Historical knowledge inspires new musical possibilities».4 The Norwegian ensemble
«Barokksolistene» is «an early music ensemble famous for its imaginative programming and new
ways of communicating classical music».5 Concerto Copenhagen´s «badge of honour» is
«originality of interpretations as well as a strong ability to communicate with the audience –
Concerto Copenhagen makes the vintage music vital, present, and current.»6 At the same time, the
goal of HIP is frequently defined as performing and understanding music of the past in its historical
context. In the phrasing of the early music department of Bremen: "Ziel der Ausbildung ist es,
historische Musik in den Kontext ihres Umfeldes zu stellen und sie aus diesem Kontext heraus zu
begriefen [sic].»7 The Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment surprisingly still uses the muchdebated term «authenticity» in it´s description of itself: «Period-specific instruments have become
just one element of its quest for authenticity.»8 In its guiding principles and goals, Schola Cantorum
Basiliensis define the activities as both based on awareness of historical context and as
contemporary musical creativity:

«The SCB is open to a broad concept of music and music-making. What is essential is the
approach to understanding music in its historical context, the interest in a form of interpretation
which appeals to today’s audiences, as well as the curiosity to explore new territory. In this spirit
the SCB considers the focus on Early Music to be a relevant aspect of contemporary musical
creativity.»9

HIP-performers recognised many years ago that an attempt at a complete recreation of any kind of
historical style of playing is a futile undertaking. The realisation that one needs to perform music in
our own time, in our own context, is not new. Which consequences does that have for possible HIP
research goals? Where does that place HIP in relation to artistic research?
In this essay, I would like to discuss how HIP can contribute to artistic research. Questions
concerning the boundaries of HIP arise. When is a performance HIP? Is HIP an artistic goal in
itself? Or can HIP offer (a set of) research methods that can be applied to obtain results that are
not necessarily in keeping with the traditional understanding of HIP? I will make no secret that my
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conclusion will lie close to the last statement. But to start the argument, we need temporary
definitions of artistic research and of HIP.

2. Definitions of artistic research and HIP
2.1 Artistic research
The weightiest definition of artistic research in Norway is the one used by the Norwegian Artistic
Research Programme (NARP). Any aspiring artistic researcher applying for their funding will have
to relate to it. There is, however, no one explicit definition anywhere in NARP´s regulations. The
demands and delimitations articulated in sections 2 and 10 of the regulations will have to suffice:

Section 2: «The project shall be an independent artistic project of a high standard with national and
international relevance to the subject area. Focus on different forms of reflection also has a central
place. The project should contribute to developing new insight, knowledge and/or experience.»10

Section 10: «The project should contribute to developing new insight, knowledge and/or
experience. The project should be an independent body of work of a high standard with respect to
originality, expression, coherence and communication of results. The project shall be of national
and international relevance to the subject area.»11

The terminology and the demands here are very similar to those used by Henk Borgdorff in his
proposed definition of artistic research:

«Art practice qualifies as research when its purpose is to broaden our knowledge and
understanding through an original investigation. It begins with questions that are pertinent to the
research context and the art world, and employs methods that are appropriate to the study. The
process and outcomes of the research are appropriately documented and disseminated to the
research community and to the wider public.»12

Taken together, the two definitions, one implicit and one proposed, share a few elements:
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Though unstated, we can safely assume that purpose or intent is a part of NARP´s
requirements, since their only way of acknowledging artistic research is through accepting
applications. Writing an application is in itself a demonstration of intent.
It is obviously crucial for both definitions that the research is original and leads to new
knowledge and understanding. NARP´s use of the words experience and expression are worth
stressing. They not only open for, but emphasise ways of knowing that cannot necessarily be
communicated or documented with words.
It is a bit surprising to find no direct mention of research methods in NARP´s regulations of
the fellowship programme. I assume that the required high standard «with respect to… coherence»
is supposed to embrace work methods or work processes. In the regulations for NARPS´s project
programme, artistic research should include «articulating and reflecting on methods and work
processes».13
Although we might find reasons to discuss the terms employed by NARP and Borgdorff, I
think the tentative definitions of artistic research are clear enough for us to investigate HIP´s place
in the wider field of artistic research. If HIP is defined as a subject area that a research project can
be placed within or related to, in which ways can HIP contribute to new insight, knowledge or
experience? In order to assess these questions, we need a definition of HIP.

2.2 HIP
As with artistic research, there is no international definition of HIP that institutions explicitly agree
upon. HIP is if not an undefined field, then at least one of many different private and public, cultural
and commercial actors with different agendas and perspectives. A full description of the field would
be a bit of an anthropological study. For the sake of argument, we will have to simplify. I think it is
fair to say that HIP is used more or less synonymously with «period performance» or also simply
«early music». The Oxford Companion to Music defines period performance as «The application of
13
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historical performance practices».14 According to Grove music online, early music is «…commonly
used to denote any music for which a historically appropriate style of performance must be
reconstructed on the basis of surviving scores, treatises, instruments and other contemporary
evidence.»15
As mentioned above, HIP-performers in general recognised many years ago that a
complete reconstruction of any historical style is impossible. The term Historically Informed
Performance is a result of that recognition, as is the even milder termed coined by Bruce Haynes,
Historically Inspired Performance.16
But there are still significant problems with all these terms and descriptions. Starting with
the latter, it says nothing else than that the performer is inspired in some way by history. But which
performer is not to some extent inspired by history? The term does not serve in any way to
distinguish between players of different fields or traditions. Evidently, Historically Informed
Performance is not a much more concise description. One might protest that HIP is a label and not
the description of that label. That would lead us back to the definitions or descriptions of the
sources above, that are problematic as well, along with all other descriptions I have come across.
The two problems I am concerned with here are, firstly, the normative character that is associated
with these descriptions, explicitly or implicitly (as in the phrase «music for which a historically
appropriate style of performance must be reconstructed…»), secondly, a lack of ability to discern
between history and the past.
I will take the long round to make the point, but already here propose a definition of HIP that
can serve in the context of artistic research: What we call Historically Informed Performance, I
prefer to describe as an artistic process where parts of the decision making is based on
interpretations of a selection of historical sources. In other words, HIP is a methodological field,
and where artistic work(to some extent) i based on a certain kind artistic research methods. But
HIP cannot designate artistic research goals. If we describe the processes of HIP a bit more in
detail, the reasons for this proposal will become more apparent.
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3 HIP research processes
3.1 Working with sources
In his introduction to historical performance practice (as it was commonly called) from 1988, Peter
Reidemeister listed what he thought the most important groups of sources. The list is convenient
for our discussion: 1. The music itself and its notation (note that he does not consider them two
different groups of sources), 2. theoretical-pedagogical treatises (including textbooks and
forewords), 3. historical instruments, 4. musical iconography, 5. archival documents (documenting
e.g. the number of musicians at a performances, their payment, etc.), 6. descriptions of
performances in travel diaries, poetry etc., 7. mechanical instruments like barrel organs.17 To this
could be added sound recordings, which are available from around 1890. Reidemeister also
mentions dance history, although not as among the most important sources.18
He states that one can only clarify a particular research question comprehensively through
assessment and analysis of all available sources. Enter reality: no performer will ever undertake
such an elaborate research process. There is no performer with the capacity (if willingness) to dive
into historical sources for every possible detail of the performance. (And let us add right away that
all available sources would never come close to give a complete picture of the past.) A viol player
will certainly be interested in different historical viols and bows or copies of them. Most probably,
for financial reasons he would not possess or have access to copies of instruments (let alone
originals) from all historical periods and geographical areas he is performing music from. Most
probably, he will have read a few historical treatises on playing techniques and style, but not all.
Most probably, he will not have dedicated a substantial amount of time to historical dance or
gestures, historical pronunciation of language, historical acoustics or any other subject more
remotely connected to his main interest, the viol and its repertoire. I consider this perfectly normal
and understandable. It would be not only impractical but impracticable to try to put into use all
available knowledge surrounding the earliest performances of a certain repertoire. His performance
styles will thus be influenced by his personal agenda and artistic visions, which again will influence
his selection of and approach to sources. (Im)practicability is a prosaic but decisive factor in the
development of new ways of expression.
Reidemeister divides between two aspects of research on historical performance practice:
Documentation and Interpretation.19 Under documentation, he primarily means uncovering and
assessing sources on historical performance. Under interpretation, he understands primarily the
application of knowledge obtained from the sources on the performance. He describes the two
Reidemeister, Peter. 1988. Historische Aufführungspraxis. Eine Einführung. Darmstadt:
Wissenschaftlische Buchgesellschaft:17
17
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processes in ways that could fit Borgdorff´s categories "research for the arts" and "research
through the arts" rather well.20 The first category of research is largely of musicological character.
Only very few musicians make significant contributions to musicology. The second category is
clearly of artistic character. Only very few musicologists make significant contributions to music
performance. It takes an artist to experiment with the application of different playing techniques,
improvisational styles, modes of delivery and other performative aspects of music.
Certain kinds of musicological research take up a middle position, where the research
contains some level of artistic ambition and experimentation. One example Howard Mayer-Brown´s
attempt to compose diminutions (a kind of ornamentation) to renaissance chansons. Mayer-Brown
´s diminutions are based on styles specific to certain historical sources. He took catalogues of
figures from historical treatises on improvised diminutions as models, and employed them in a cutand-paste manner to a few songs of his own choice. The artistic aspect was the selection of the
songs, and of the figures for the songs in question. Mayer-Brown used the term "applied
musicology" for this experiment.21
At which point does research move from musicology or applied musicology to artistic
research? In my opinion, not before the experiment is played. Only when played can one judge
how the composed diminutions function in an artistic context. The context will always vary
depending on the instrumentation, the acoustics, the performers, the audience and other
immediate factors. As the context varies, so will the evaluation, performance and revision of the
diminutions. Only research through art can uncover these aspects. The artistic experiments in turn
function not only as an artistic expression in itself, but also as an evaluation of the musicological
research. Musicology (applied or not) can inform and influence, but not replace artistic practice,
and vice versa.
But isolating the «practical» tasks of a HIP-project, the parts that a musician has to perform,
is not enough to account for the artistic processes involved. Consciously or not, the musician has
an influence on the selection of source material, the way he approaches the material, and the way
he understands it. When faced with more sources than can be investigated or digested for a
project, the selection of sources to work with can be triggered by different factors. Although
historical proximity to the repertoire in question might awaken the artist´s interest for a particular
source, I believe a far more common factor is how the source resonates with the artist´s vision. If a
musician is deeply interested in improvisation, he will seek sources that give useful information on
improvisation, or simply read every source from that perspective. Whether or not the result of the
work would correspond to, or be anywhere close to any historical situation, is evidently
unverifiable. What should interest us, is how it is close to the artist´s vision. It needs interest us,
because how the repertoire appears to the audience today depends strongly on the interests,
20
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visions and agendas of the musicians, and much less so on the currently accepted version of
performance history. I will come back to the relation between history and HIP projects below.
The importance of the relation between artistic vision or interest and use of source material
becomes particularly clear when dealing with issues that can be explored through artistic research
methods alone. Improvisation is a pertinent example. Musicology can contribute to reconstruction
or recreation of score notation of compositions that are incomplete or partially lost, composing
cadences to concerts or diminutions to chansons. (Chances are of course very high that the
musicologist will collaborate with musicians, and that the reconstruction will be revised upon the
first artistic intervention). But no-one can re-create or re-construct an improvisation. An
improvisation is created or constructed as it happens, and can only be delivered by an artist.
Attempts can be made at developing particular styles of improvisation based on readings of
historical documents (e.g. Mozart´s style of ornamentation or cadenzas). What cannot be
developed based on any kind of document is the improvisatory gesture. Some performers manage
to give the listeners a feeling of spontaneity when performing composed music, but very few can
really fool their listeners into believing that the music is being improvised when it´s not. Even
though the musical vocabulary can be based on a certain style, the immediate surroundings have
as much a bearing on the improvisation. The improvisation is created, not recreated, invented and
not reinvented. This demands artistic research methods that complement those specific to HIP.
If we zoom out a bit, we see that this is true not only for gesture, but also for style. No
historical style of improvisation is so well documented as not to leave a considerable open space
for the performer to define his own style. Let us stick to the concept of a musical vocabulary: if the
style is very well documented, there will likely be a huge vocabulary for the performer to employ.
More or less consciously, he will use more often the figures (or "words") that he for some reason
prefers. If the style is less well documented, chances are high that the performer out of necessity
will enrich the vocabulary with figures of his own. In any case, in the heat of the moment, any
performer will draw upon that which he has learned (from childhood until present time) and invent
things that do not have its origin in any historical document. Thus, not only the improvisatory
gesture but also the tonal (or modal, or atonal) style is created or invented, not recreated or
reinvented. The fact that historical documents have informed the style is of less importance. Any
style is informed by the past, be it close or remote in time.
Evidently, the observations above are valid for all parameters of music making, not only the
musical vocabulary. It is impossible to make music without performance style. The question is
rather how the style is developed, or how a musician arrives at a certain style. Because of the
nature of musical notation and all other kinds of documentation of musical practice, the
transmission of historical music to us leaves open spaces. The musician has per force to get
involved in shaping these spaces.
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3.2 Shaping fields
Within HIP, the idea is that each musician searches for and experiments with relevant
historical sources that can inform playing styles. One might be tempted to think that certain things
can be learned from sources, and represent a kind of stable knowledge, whereas other things
cannot be known precisely, which leaves the performer with gaps to be filled or bridged. These
gaps, then, would represent the artistic freedom. If we think like this, we fail to recognise that
knowledge is a flexible thing. How the artists approach and understand sources is subject to
cultural and individual differences and changes. What we learn from source reading is itself an
open space. As obvious as this point is, and as much it has been discussed in other disciplines, it
is surprisingly unarticulated in the field of HIP. What we understand by reading a source depends
on our prejudice (in a Gadamerian sense), which itself is in continuous development.
I prefer seeing the spaces between historical sources and our artistic practice in terms of
open fields or spaces that need to be shaped, rather than gaps that need to be bridged or filled. A
gap or a bridge implies some secure point of departure and arrival. An open field is an open field. It
can be dealt with in any number of ways, including trying to do nothing, which will still produce the
resonance of the performer in the open field. Key questions are how the information is understood
and what it is supplied with.
When listening to performers talking about the gap between what they “know” and what
they do, about how they fill or bridge the gaps, I sometimes think of the weak concept of "God of
the Gaps". The "God of the Gaps" is a God reduced to filling the ever decreasing spaces not
already covered by science (which will never find God). This concept cannot work, neither for the
religious nor for the atheist. Similarly, artistic research is not about filling the gaps between secure
strands of knowledge on performing styles of the past. Secure information does not exist in art, and
art does not fill holes in the ground. The artistic researcher shapes fields.
If we were to stick with the image of a gap, it would be fairer, in all senses of the word, to
see the artistic researcher as a person opening and closing the gaps, opening and closing the
distance between himself and the music and its presumed origin. The artist can, consciously,
approach the research object both to different degrees and from different angles. He can also
remove himself consciously from the research object ́ s presumed origin. But when is a
performance within the confines of HIP? Is it possible to imagine HIP that has consciously been
removed from the supposed origin of the music?
Yes. It happens all the time. When recorder players in London in 1702 decided to perform
Corelli ́s sonatas for solo violin, with a bass recorder on the bass line, they knew that this would be
pretty far from how Corelli imagined his music. When we do the same today, it is with the same
knowledge. Of course, many a recorder player would justify his choice of repertoire with history
("back then, they often performed Corelli on the recorder"). But, honestly, that ́s not why anyone reorchestrates Corelli. We do it because the music is fabulous and because we would all love to play
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it, on the recorder, traverso or oboe. The same goes for instrument models. We all know that the
Italian viol of the 16th century was quite different from the French in the 17th. Still, many available
recordings with viols of Italian late renaissance music use French instruments, because that is the
kind of instrument model any student or professional possesses. Countless more examples could
be made of conscious departures from what we think we know about history.
What seems to be HIP-anomalies, are in fact completely normal performance choices and
traditions. In my opinion, they are desirable. Firstly, as mentioned above, for practical reasons, a
period performer will never be able to take into consideration historical information on all
parameters of his performance. He has to choose. It follows, secondly, that the artist hopefully will
both choose the sources and read them in ways that resonate with his artistic vision. (What are the
alternatives?) There is, then, a level of censorship (in a positive sense) as to what kinds of
historical knowledge is taken into consideration, combined with a very active reading. Thirdly, the
artist must interpret artistically the information retrieved from historical sources. A practical
example: Let ś say a violinist wishes to perform in the style of Geminiani. Geminiani recommends
to use the close shake (i.e. vibrato) on short notes "as often as possible.”22 How often is often? And
how much? The answers will depend on the context of performance, and can only be answered
subjectively through artistic research. The question "how much vibrato" might arise from reading
historical documents, but the answer must relate to the prejudice of the performer and the present
moment of the performance. It is through the impossibility of any exact rendition that HIP gets
interesting. Two musicians studying the same repertoire and even the same related sources could
produce very different results. If they do come very close to each other, the reason is most
probably that they subscribe to the same conventions. Not the sources, but HIP-conventions
standardise and brake the artistic development.
What is the relation between how we experience the music ancient writers relate, and their
own experience? We shall never know. Neal Peres da Costa´s comparisons between written
performance advices and recordings by one and the same person, clearly demonstrate that there
can be a huge distance between how we understand a text and how the author of that same text
understood it.23 We cannot help but understanding and interpreting the advices and apply them in
our context, with our prejudgement.
To summarise so far: Faced with far more source material than he can afford to consult
(temporally as well as financially), even the most devoted HIP-musician will always regard only a
small selection of the sources available. Consciously or not, his selection, approach and prejudice
or prejudgement of the sources will strongly colour his understanding and use of the sources, and
Geminiani, Francesco. 1751. The Art of Playing on the Violin. Facsimile of the first edition. 1998. Münster:
Mieroprint: "...and when it is used on short Notes, it only contributes to make their Sound more agreeable
and for this Reason it should be made us of as often as possible."
22
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hence also the artistic working processes and the artistic outcome. The so frequently stated
recognition that we cannot verify whether or not the results are anywhere near any historic style, is
a truism. The relevance of the historical source material and its use in an artistic research project,
is as research material and research method. They must be accounted for, but accounting for them
does not mean that the research processes have been fully accounted for. As should be clear,
many processes and decisions in HIP-projects have little or nothing to do with historical sources.

5 Risks of standardisation
Going back to the definitions of Artistic Research above, it would not be hard to show that for
decades, many HIP-projects have been intentional, led to new insight, experience, knowledge and
understanding, new ways of expression, that they have been original, consistent as well as rich in
their employment of different methods, and that the results have been very well documented and
disseminated to the academic and the art world. Some would maybe feel that this recognition is
enough to qualify HIP as artistic research, and that there is no need to problematise HIP´s position.
Let´s just keep up the good work!
But there are several considerations to be made concerning the scope of HIP. Some of
them we have already started to unfold: HIP is not about historically valid performances, but about
processes where parts of the decision making is based on interpretations of a selection of historical
sources. With danger of dwelling too long on the issue of the futile undertaking it would be to
qualify HIP as artistic research through the historical validity of the results, I would like to point out
how HIP does shed light on our relation to history, even if unconsciously so.
It seems that the HIP-environment still needs time to digest what historiography figured out
a long time ago: that history and the past are not the same. We do not have access to the past. We
have a few documents, and use them to make histories about the past. We do not not discover
History. We make histories. There are many different histories we could make. Similarly, we do not
discover, uncover or recreate playing styles of the past. We construct or create make them. That is
not to imply that a HIP research project says nothing about the past, but HIP primarily says
something about how we relate to the past, what kind of stories we tell and how we tell them.
It is not difficult to argue that the early music movement has contributed to questioning
music history through telling different stories. HIP has called attention to composers who had little
or no place in music history books. HIP has contributed to shifting the focus from the composer to
the performer, from repertoire to performance and improvisation. That is all fine. The problem
occurs when we think we have found a more correct or true history, or that our job is to produce
artistic results that are closer to the truth about past playing styles. Such views fail to recognise
that the research has led to new playing styles not because the interpretation and use of sources
was «correct» or came closer to the truth about the past, but because the artistic processes or the
research materials were new. Through challenging both traditional artistic practice and traditional
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views upon history, the results have frequently been relevant contributions to the art world and to
the HIP-field. But historical probability has not been a significant result. This is important to
understand, because a misinterpretation of the results as primarily of historical interest quickly
leads to standardisation of results and processes and cementation of views rather than production
of new insight.
Even Bruce Haynes, who does so much to ensure that he does not believe he will find a
true playing style, provides an example of how an overly focus on the historical legitimacy of the
results can result in a pre-programmed art project, where the research tasks are stream-lined into
improving interpretations of history:

“Our `Period Bach ́ style, for instance, is carefully honed by music historians and performers, and
constantly compared to historical evidence and new ideas. Period Bach style is not Bach ́s style, of
course. It is ours, using Bach´s as an ideal. We accept its criteria provisionally, since we know
updates are on the way. We are in the same position as historians who are only able to take the
evidence available and draw the most complete possible information from it; they neither can nor
do claim to know what really happened.”24

This little quote does not do justice to the broader scope of Haynes´ undertaking, but still
represents what I perceive as a paradoxical self-restriction, typical for HIP. The recognition of
historical accuracy as an unattainable goal has not led to the rejection of that goal. Instead, it
seems to have been lifted even higher. It is now an eternal object for which we should all strive.
Proximity to history seems for some to be the purpose of artistic practice. The impossible goal has
been kept, with a hint of pragmatic relativism.
An interesting implication of this position is the understanding that the future always holds
better performances of the repertoire in question. Just like historians, we accept that the future
holds more exact readings of history. We accept the provisional state of our knowledge and that
“updates are on the way.” This is not far from a teleological view on the history of performance. But
why should an artist consider his art provisional? Art is contemporary, in that it communicates with
the society in which it is created. An artist is not a historian, and contemporary art is not provisional
art.
If we see our artistic practice in terms of open fields, our approaches to sources can help us
shape artistic expression and insight in manifold directions. What keeps threatening HIP from
being a flexible field and open to different approaches, and thereby HIP´s ability to contribute to
research, are systems of behaviour where persons or institutions decide how other persons shall
perform. In modern music education, it is quite the norm to see notation as a sort of truth, albeit
incomplete. The "gaps" are filled by tradition, i.e. teachers or masters. The student is not strongly
24
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encouraged to attempt individually to understand the (lack of) notation. His playing is based on
what teachers tell him. The spaces are not open, they are pre-shaped by tradition. A few decades
ago, this situation maybe was less likely to occur within the field of HIP. But, as already hinted at,
the ideal situation of openness does not represent HIP- reality today. Anyone who has ever studied
in an early music department or taken part in period performance competitions will have noticed
that strong opinions are formed regarding which sources are most relevant. More importantly, even
stronger opinions on how sources should be understood very quickly take hold of persons and
institutions. This produces standardisation, not only of the processes that define the HIP-performer,
but also of how the processes run. To this needs be added that most HIP-musicians would like to
transmit all the stuff they do that does not stem from work on historical sources - not only in the
performance where it is strictly necessary, but also in their teaching. Many students probably wish
to study with a specific teacher because of his personal style of playing, regardless of how he got
around to play like that. So again, the spaces are not all that open. Maybe future studiosi of early
music do not want them to be all that open.
In the end, the result can become rather foreseeable. For HIP to remain a catalyst of critical
artistic practice and reflection, of new insight and new ways of expression, it is necessary that
performer-researchers in the position to influence the next generation of players are able to
describe, not prescribe, their path, and maybe even alternative paths, between sources, tools,
methods and artistic results. What needs to be transmitted is not a fixed repertoire and correct
reading of sources. How to find sources and different ways of approaching them is a better warrant
for future openness and flexibility within the field. This responsibility lies as much on the professors
as on the 19-year-olds that come to study with them.
Having recognised that many processes are not driven by source studies, the HIPresearcher needs an ability to recognise the guiding parameters behind his decisions. One final
source of influence I would like to address, are commercial conditions. Not only educational
institutions quickly establish norms instead of challenging them. The market for HIP-performances
is as conservative as any other classical music market. We silently live up to many expectations
concerning what kind of music we offer and where and how we perform it for whom.
Even more conservative than the live market is the market for recorded sound. HIP-artists,
as most classically trained musicians, are preoccupied with CD-recordings. We are so accustomed
to the format, that we do not notice that the term «CD-recording» is non-sensical. What we record,
is sound. Once the sound is recorded, it can be disseminated in a number of ways. The CD-format
is one of them, and for the artistic researcher, maybe the least useful. I´m not so concerned with
the fact that it is an impractical format that requires land-mail to arrive at its destination, or that
most young people do not possess a CD-player. What should concern us, are the many
commercial standards associated with the CD that prevent artistic experiments. It is for example
not acceptable to publish recordings of parts of pieces, or several versions of the same piece. It is
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not considered good taste to include recorded sound from many different recording sessions,
change the acoustics, have background noise of any sorts, etc. The CD requires that everything on
it makes up a sort of concert programme. At the same time, we have no problems with putting
together programs that are not based on any artistic concept, but rather on genre and biography
(matching many a HIP-performers urge to document the past): All the sonatas of composer X, all
the madrigals of composer y.
Compared to academia in general, music has less clear dividing lines between commercial
and academic genres and formats. The point here is not to complain about commercial formats,
but to stress that they are decisive (and not necessarily productive) for the direction of the artistic
research and for the art experience.

6 Conclusions: Possible contributions of HIP to artistic research
The point of many of the observations above has been to demonstrate that HIP-researchers
employ the historical material and the methods discriminately. HIP designates an artistic process
where parts of the decision making is based on interpretations of a selection of historical sources.
The result is not historical, although it can tell something about our relation to history. HIP offers
methods for questioning traditional artistic solutions or conventions, methods for probing and
experimenting with new ways of expression, methods for producing different kinds of knowledge,
questioning formats, highlighting and problematising the way histories are told. HIP can do all
these things, but it does not have to do all these things. As we have seen, we frequently go against
our knowledge of historical sources, and make our choices based on other arguments or criteria.
This dynamism can lead to conventional solutions, but if used consciously, it can be a source for
finding new solutions. The artistic HIP-researcher needs the ability to reflect not only upon his use
of sources, but also upon other parameters that come into play in his decision making.
If we accept this premise, we accept to expand the field of HIP. HIP offers sets of methods
that can be used for any music. We don´t have to struggle with connecting HIP to «early music»,
which again, for no reason whatsoever, is tentatively connected to restricted time periods. Binding
HIP working methods to a limited time period is as fruitful as binding those same methods to a
limited geographical area. HIP provides different artistic research methods to investigate different
kinds of artistic problems. We can let the problems and research questions guide the choice of
methods. If we can accept HIP as a research method rather than as a research goal, we are in the
business of creating art that can question, challenge, and enrich our understanding, expression
and experience, of our history and of our present.
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